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Abstract

Eliciting feedback from end users of NLP mod-
els can be beneficial for improving models.
However, how should we present model re-
sponses to users so they are most amenable
to be corrected from user feedback? Further,
what properties do users value to understand
and trust responses? We answer these questions
by analyzing the effect of rationales (or expla-
nations) generated by QA models to support
their answers.

We specifically consider decomposed QA mod-
els that first extract an intermediate rationale
based on a context and a question and then use
solely this rationale to answer the question. A
rationale outlines the approach followed by the
model to answer the question. Our work consid-
ers various formats of these rationales that vary
according to well-defined properties of interest.
We sample rationales from language models
using few-shot prompting for two datasets, and
then perform two user studies. First, we present
users with incorrect answers and corresponding
rationales in various formats and ask them to
provide natural language feedback to revise the
rationale. We then measure the effectiveness
of this feedback in patching these rationales
through in-context learning. The second study
evaluates how well different rationale formats
enable users to understand and trust model an-
swers, when they are correct. We find that
rationale formats significantly affect how easy
it is (1) for users to give feedback for rationales,
and (2) for models to subsequently execute this
feedback. In addition, formats with attributions
to the context and in-depth reasoning signif-
icantly enhance user-reported understanding
and trust of model outputs.1

1 Introduction

Question answering models can often be black
boxes, as their reasoning process is mostly opaque

1Code and data is available at https://github.com/
chaitanyamalaviya/rationale_formats.
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Teacher

Passage: Bones come in all shapes and sizes … Coming out on top are your 
hands and feet. Each hand has 27 bones, and each foot has 26, which … body. 
 
Question: Where do you find the highest number of bones in the human body? 

hands

1. “Coming out on top are 
your hands and feet.” - Hands 
and feet have the highest 
number of bones in the body. 
2. “Each hand has 27 bones” - 
Both hands contain 54 bones. 
3. “each foot has 26” - Both 
feet contain 52 bones.

Location: Step 1 
Type: Insufficient information 
Description: The rationale does not identify which 
two body parts have the most bones. 
Suggestion: The rationale needs to first identify that 
hands and feet have the most bones in the body.

R’

1. “Each hand has 27 
bones" - Both hands 
contain 54 bones. 
2. “each foot has 26” 
- Both feet contain 52 
bones.

Rationale (R) Revised Rationale (R’)

Feedback (F)

F2R’

Figure 1: The framework for incorporating human feed-
back into decomposed QA models. A model X2R gen-
erates a rationale R to answer a question based on a pas-
sage. A human teacher then provides natural language
feedback for R, which is used to generate a revised ra-
tionale R′ from F2R′. Finally, this revised rationale is
used to generate the final answer Y . We study various
formats of the intermediate rationale R.

to model builders as well as end users. This can in-
hibit the ability of users to provide helpful critiques
to models to repair them. Generating rationales
(or explanations) along with answers is a viable ap-
proach that can alleviate these concerns, but these
rationales are inherently not faithful and can some-
times be inconsistent with the answers themselves
(Ye and Durrett, 2022; Turpin et al., 2023; Lanham
et al., 2023; Radhakrishnan et al., 2023).

This motivates approaches that decompose the
question answering task into two stages (depicted
with dashed lines in Figure 1), where we first gener-
ate a rationale for the question using the given con-
text (X2R), then use only this rationale to answer
the question (R2Y ) (Lei et al., 2016; Eisenstein
et al., 2022). A rationale may provide a justifica-
tion for the answer by presenting an outline for
how the question can be answered. By only relying
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on the rationale as context, the answer generation
model (R2Y ) has a stronger inductive bias to gen-
erate an answer that is faithful to the rationale.

Crucially, faithful rationales can allow users to
follow the model’s line of reasoning, and subse-
quently provide actionable feedback to the model.
This feedback can be used to repair individual out-
puts or enable generalization to novel instances.
However, it is unclear precisely how a rationale
should be formatted, i) to best aid the user’s un-
derstanding of the model’s reasoning, and ii) their
ability to provide feedback for the response.

Our work specifically addresses the question of
how we can format intermediate rationales (R) for
decomposed QA systems, such that they are easy
to repair through human feedback. Further, we ana-
lyze what properties make rationales interpretable,
and trustworthy to users. Previous work on decom-
posed question answering mostly consider ratio-
nales as text snippets extracted from the context, op-
tionally marked up with coreferences that make the
snippets standalone (DeYoung et al., 2020; Eisen-
stein et al., 2022). Although extractive snippets
can serve useful for providing minimal context that
rationalizes an answer, they do not provide much
insight into the model’s reasoning process. This
may limit a user’s understanding and their ability to
critique the model. We consider alternative formats
of rationales, which vary according to well-defined
characteristics (§3). Examples of these formats and
how they vary are presented in Table 1.

Based on the considered rationale formats, we
generate responses (rationales & answers) from a
decomposed QA system. We then perform two
user studies where we measure i) the effectiveness
of user feedback in patching rationales in differ-
ent formats and ii) the ability of different formats
to enable users to understand and trust responses.
In our first study, we sample incorrect answers
corresponding to all rationale formats, and ask
annotators to provide natural language feedback
for the rationales (§5). We use this feedback to
then revise the rationales (F2R′) and regenerate
the final answer (R′2Y ). Comparing the regen-
eration accuracy with different rationale formats
provides insight into properties of rationales that
make them easy to repair. Further, they provide an
upper bound for how much improvement can be
expected through automated feedback by repairing
rationales (Chen et al., 2023; Madaan et al., 2023).
In our second study, we elicit judgements of inter-

pretability and trustworthiness for correct answers
and their accompanying rationales from users (§6).

We consider two tasks: general reading compre-
hension (Quoref; Dasigi et al. (2019)) and medi-
cal reading comprehension (PubMedQA; Jin et al.
(2019)). Each block in our overall workflow (Fig-
ure 1) is implemented through few-shot prompt-
ing of a large language model. Our experiments
suggest that rationale formats significantly affect
i) users’ ease of providing feedback and ii) the
model’s ability to execute that feedback. In addi-
tion to being critiquable, certain rationale formats
are more helpful in aiding users to understand and
trust the model’s answers. One such format is the
annotated report, which includes a list of extrac-
tive phrases and free-text inferences based on each
phrase. Finally, among a few characteristics of ra-
tionales presented to users, we find that users rate
attribution and depth of reasoning as characteristics
that are most important to them.

2 Problem Formulation

Consider a standard reading comprehension task,
where we are given a passage, a question based
on this passage, and a reference answer Y as a
labeled example in our dataset. We represent the
input information in the task (the passage and the
question) with X . Typically, we would train a
model X2Y that predicts Y given X by learning
P (Y |X). Assuming X2Y is a black-box model,
without loss of generality, the model may internally
compute a latent representation, which is usually
not extractable in an interpretable format, from X
to predict Y , internally decomposing the problem.
This can restrict the transparency of the model be-
cause we cannot provide a faithful reasoning to an
end user that supports the answer.

2.1 Decomposed QA Pipeline

In the decomposed QA pipeline, we factor the QA
problem in the following manner (see Figure 1 for
an illustration):

P (Y,R|X) = P (Y |R,X)P (R|X) (1)

Since Y is independent of X given R (assume Q
is part of R for simplicity), we have,

P (Y,R|X) = P (Y |R)P (R|X) (2)

Let’s first consider a rationale-generating model
X2R, that generates a textual rationale R given X .
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Markup-and-mask Procedural Subquestions Decision Tree

Start 
 --> Q1: Does the text mention a deity grieving 
after Eshmun's death? 
   --> Yes: 

… 
             --> Q4: Is the grieving deity who revived 
Eshmun named? 
               --> Yes: Astarte 
                 --> Outcome: The name of the person 
who revived Eshmun is Astarte. 
               --> No: 
                 --> Outcome: The text does not specify 
the name of the person who revived Eshmun. 
         … 
   --> No: … 

Subquestions:  
 
Q1: Who is described in the 
passage as seeing Eshmun's 
beauty and initiating a 
sequence of events that led to 
his death? 
A: Astarte. 
…. 
Q4: Can a connection be 
established between the 
goddess who saw Eshmun's 
beauty and the one who 
revived him, based on the 
passage? 
A: Yes. 

Plan:  
 
1) Extract-relevant-
sentences: "They recount 
that Eshmun… beauty.", 
"The grieving goddess…
heaven." 

2) Locate-entity ("who 
revived Eshmun"): "The 
grieving goddess". 
 
3) Disambiguate-plan-
entity ("The grieving 
goddess"): "Astarte".

Quote from context:  
 
"The grieving goddess 
[Astarte] revived 
Eshmun and transported 
him [Eshmun] to the 
heavens where she 
[Astarte] made him 
[Eshmun] into a god of 
heaven." 

Annotations:  
 
1. ”They recount that 
Eshmun, a young 
man .. his beauty." -  
Astarte saw Eshmun in 
the woods. 

2. "The grieving 
goddess revived 
Eshmun … heaven." -  
Astarte was the 
grieving goddess. 

Annotated Report

Passage: Eshmun was the Phoenician god of healing ... They recount that Eshmun, a young man from Beirut, was hunting in the woods 
when Astarte saw him and was stricken by his beauty. She harassed him with her amorous pursuit until he emasculated himself with an axe 
and died. The grieving goddess revived Eshmun and transported him to the heavens where she made him into a god of heaven. From a 
historical perspective ... groves of Asclepius. 
 
Question: What is the name of the person who revived Eshmun? 

Figure 2: Examples of the different rationale formats considered for representing intermediate rationales.

This rationale provides an outline of the approach
proposed by the model to answer the question. Con-
sider also an answer-generating model R2Y that
generates an answer Ŷ given the predicted ratio-
nale R. In this decomposed model, R2Y has a
strong inductive bias to use the information pre-
sented in R for its reasoning. Further, R can be
explicitly shown to an end user, which increases
the transparency of the entire system.

2.2 Debugging the Decomposed QA Pipeline

Next, let’s assume a set of spans Xs from X that are
sufficient to predict the answer Y . First, we note
that for the answer to be correct, i.e. Ŷ = Y , the
predicted rationale R must contain all the informa-
tion contained in Xs, i.e., I(Xs). Errors in answers
generated by R2Y can be a result of (1) insuffi-
cient or incorrect context, when I(Xs) ̸⊆ I(R),
and / or (2) limited model capacity of R2Y , when
I(Xs) ⊆ I(R) . Repairing the modeling pipeline
(i.e., X2R + R2Y ) can hence either involve im-
proving the quality of generated rationales R pro-
duced by X2R or improving the modeling capacity
of R2Y . Note that the example may require infor-
mation beyond what is in the passage (for example,
domain knowledge or commonsense knowledge).

We consider the scenario where we repair the
rationales generated by X2R through natural lan-
guage feedback. We assume a teacher T who writes
feedback for generated rationales R, where they de-
scribe flaws in R. Generated rationales can be lack-
ing in various ways: 1) insufficient information:
R may not contain crucial information required to
perform the inference (i.e., I(Xs) ̸⊆ I(R)), or 2)

incorrect information: R may contain hallucinated
content or incorrect reasoning chains that could
mislead the answer-generating model.

The teacher T in our case is an end user, who
could optionally be a domain expert depending
on the task. We evaluate whether the format of
predicted rationales R is interpretable and easy
to repair for T . Based on T ’s feedback Fk for a
subset of examples Xk ⊂ X , we revise the initial
rationale R to generate a revised rationale R′ using
a model F2R′. This revised rationale is then used
by R′2Y to generate the final answer.

3 Intermediate Rationale Formats

Rationales in NLP tasks are usually presented as
compressed text snippets extracted from the given
input (DeYoung et al., 2020; Eisenstein et al., 2022).
However, text snippets from the context alone may
not make the model’s reasoning explicit and trans-
parent to users. We consider alternative rationale
formats that describe the model’s reasoning. We
describe these formats below. A summary of these
formats and how they vary according to rationale
properties, is given in Table 1.

3.1 Rationale Formats

Markup-and-Mask (markup_mask). This for-
mat, proposed by Eisenstein et al. (2022), extracts
sentences from the context that are relevant to an-
swering the question. Sentences are decontextu-
alized by markups that resolve coreferences and
other ambiguous phrases (Choi et al., 2021).
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Format Description Attribution
Provided

Reasoning
Exposed

Sequential
Reasoning

Free-text
annotations

Markup-and-Mask Quoted sentences from the context,
marked up with coreferences for pro-
nouns and ambiguous phrases

✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

Annotated Report Quoted phrases from the context and an
inference from each phrase

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Procedural Step-by-step plan for solving the ques-
tion with pre-defined operations

✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

Subquestions Breakdown of the original question into
subquestions

✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

Decision Tree Breakdown of the original question into
subquestions presented in a tree struc-
ture, with Yes/No outcomes for each sub-
question

✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

Table 1: Descriptions of the rationale formats considered in our work and the characteristics along which they differ.

Annotated Report (annotated_report). The
annotated report extracts phrases from the context
and generates a free-text inference based on each
phrase that is relevant to answering the question.
This is broadly inspired by the way readers high-
light and annotate key spans in documents while
reading (also found as marginalia in books).

Procedural (procedural). A procedural ratio-
nale is a step-by-step plan that uses predefined op-
erations to answer the question. Similar works that
broadly propose a plan-based rationale have been
explored in prior work, in different contexts (Sun
et al., 2023; Wang et al., 2023). The primitive oper-
ations we consider include an operation to extract
relevant sentences, disambiguate an entity from
the question or the plan so far, and locate an en-
tity by answering a subquestion. These are further
described in Appendix A.

Subquestions (subquestions). Subquestions
simply decompose the original question into multi-
ple questions that provide relevant information to
answer the question. These have been explored as
a form of rationale in various works (Geva et al.,
2021; Khot et al., 2021; Press et al., 2022; Dua
et al., 2022; Zhou et al., 2023a).

Decision Tree (decision_tree). We also con-
sider a tree-structured rationale, inspired by fast-
and-frugal trees (Martignon et al., 2003) as well as
prompting work that explores tree-like structures
(Yao et al., 2023). This format decomposes the
original question into Yes/No subquestions in a
tree-like structure and also shows the incorrect tree
traversals for completeness.

4 Experimental Setup

4.1 Datasets

We consider two datasets for our studies: Quoref
(Dasigi et al., 2019) and PubMedQA (Jin et al.,
2019). The first is a general reading comprehension
dataset while the second involves medical reading
comprehension. In contrast to Quoref, PubMedQA
often requires domain-specific knowledge for an-
swering the question. We use all validation set ex-
amples of Quoref (2418 examples) and all labeled
examples in PubMedQA (1000 examples)

4.2 Sampling Rationales and Answers

We sample rationales and answers for all 5 for-
mats in a decomposed QA pipeline, where both
X2R and R2Y are implemented using few-shot
prompting. We first prompt gpt-3.5-turbo for
rationales by providing the passage and question.
The question and only the generated rationales are
then used to prompt the same model to generate
the final answer. In both cases, we sample few-shot
exemplars using BM25 (Robertson et al., 2009)
from a set of 100 manually labeled examples with
rationales. We sample as many exemplars as can
fit within the maximum sequence length (4096) of
the model. This usually amounts to 3-5 exemplars.
The prompts used and other hyperparameters are
provided in Appendix A.

5 Study 1: Repairing Rationales through
Human Feedback

5.1 Setup

In this study, we measure the critiquability or ease
of repair of different rationale formats. This is
done by collecting natural language feedback from
human annotators for rationales corresponding to
incorrect answers. We sample examples for which
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the decomposed QA pipeline predicts incorrect an-
swers for all 5 rationale formats. In all, we collect
490 feedback statements for Quoref and 555 feed-
back statements for PubMedQA.2

In each annotation task, annotators are shown
a single example (question & passage) with all 5
rationale formats and their corresponding answers.
This controls for annotator variance and variance
across examples. To control for ordering effects,
we randomize the order in which the rationale for-
mats are presented to annotators. For each rationale
format, annotators are asked to write natural lan-
guage feedback to repair the rationale.

We use this natural language feedback to gener-
ate the revised rationale R′. To do this, we prompt
gpt-3.5-turbo with the passage, the question, the
original rationale, and human-written feedback. Fi-
nally, we generate the final answer by few-shot
prompting the same model using just the revised
rationale and question. Prompts and other hyperpa-
rameters are in Appendix A.

5.2 Participants
For this study as well as the study in section 6, we
recruit participants through Prolific. Participants
are required to be fluent in English and are based
primarily in English-speaking countries. For Pub-
MedQA examples, they are required to be working
in the healthcare sector. For more details, please
see Appendix B.

5.3 Task
To prime annotators for formulating their feedback,
we ask them to first evaluate the sufficiency and
faithfulness of each rationale to the context. They
label these two properties for each rationale format
on a Likert scale (the precise descriptions of the op-
tions in all Likert-scale questions are in Figure 6).

Sufficiency. Annotators evaluate if the rationale
provides enough information to answer the ques-
tion, without the context. Note that the rationale
may contain inaccuracies but still be sufficient.
They mark sufficiency as (Sufficient, A bit insuf-
ficient, Entirely insufficient).

Faithfulness to context. Next, annotators evalu-
ate whether the rationale accurately draws conclu-
sions from the context without misrepresenting any
information. They mark faithfulness on a scale of
(Accurate, A bit inaccurate, Very inaccurate).

2This corresponds to 5 rationale formats and 98 examples
for Quoref and 111 examples for PubMedQA.

Quoref PubMedQA

Rationale Format EM F1 Accuracy

none 70.31 79.65 69.30
markup_mask 57.44 68.10 62.20
annotated_report 60.26 70.20 70.20
procedural 66.09 77.05 68.30
subquestions 54.26 63.05 68.90
decision_tree 68.61 77.09 46.70

Table 2: Initial scores using the decomposed QA
pipeline (X2R + R2Y ) for different rationale formats.

5.3.1 Feedback
Annotators are asked to formulate natural language
feedback that would be most useful in directing
the model to the reference correct answer. It could
target missing or incorrect information in the ratio-
nale, but cannot explicitly reveal the correct answer.
Feedback is elicited in multiple steps (examples of
feedback written by annotators are in Table 4, 5):

1. Location of error: Annotators are required to
list the step(s) (or question number) in which
the error occurs.

2. Type of error: Annotators then identify the
type of the error. We show them a few com-
mon error types that occur in rationales (for
example, insufficient information, irrelevant
information, incorrect inferences etc).

3. Description of error: Next, annotators use
concrete details from the rationale, question &
context to provide a description of the error.

4. Actionable suggestion: Finally, annotators
provide an actionable edit that would repair
the rationale, again using concrete details
from the rationale, question & context.

Ease of repair. Using annotator feedback, we can
measure how amenable each rationale format is for
repair. However, this does not reflect annotators’
ease of providing feedback for each format. We
elicit this directly on a scale of (Very easy, Some-
what easy, Somewhat hard, and Very hard).

5.4 Evaluation

We first evaluate the effectiveness of feedback
through edit accuracy (edit_acc), where we man-
ually label each revised rationale for whether it
incorporates the feedback. Next, we compute fi-
nal answer accuracy (final_acc), where we check
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Quoref PubMedQA

Rationale Format edit_acc final_acc time_taken(s) edit_acc final_acc time_taken(s)

markup_mask 50.00 29.69∗|∗|∗|∗ 397.38 71.03 14.95∗|∗|o|o 379.07
annotated_report 51.67 38.33∗|o|∗|o 381.52 62.96 20.37∗|∗|∗|∗ 426.04
procedural 57.89 38.60∗|o|o|∗ 359.75 55.77 8.65∗|∗|∗|∗ 434.24
subquestions 49.21 36.51∗|∗|∗|o 375.45 59.05 14.29o|∗|∗|∗ 425.14
decision_tree 56.25 37.50∗|o|∗|o 397.56 69.52 17.14o|∗|∗|∗ 494.42

Table 3: QA accuracy after patching generated rationales with human feedback and regenerating answers. We show
here the edit_acc, which is the percentage of examples for which the revised rationale successfully incorporates
feedback and final_acc, which measures the final answer accuracy after regeneration with the revised rationale.
Statistical significance at p < 0.1 is specified with ∗ (and o if not significant) with paired bootstrap tests in the order
of the remaining rows in the table.

whether the final answer using the revised ratio-
nale is correct. We exclude all instances where the
answer was leaked in feedback.

5.5 Results

We first show the results on standard decomposed
QA for all rationale formats as well as standard
answer generation (without rationales) on both
Quoref and PubMedQA in Table 2. These results
show that decomposed QA models can be com-
petitive with end-to-end models. Although they
slightly underperform standard answer generation
for Quoref, decomposed QA is better performing
on PubMedQA. This suggests that decomposed
QA is a promising modeling approach, while being
predisposed to provide more faithful rationales.

Annotator labels of sufficiency and faith-
fulness (presented in Figure 7) indicate that
annotated_report and subquestions have ratio-
nales that are most often sufficient for both datasets,
while markup_mask tends to lack most with suffi-
ciency. On the other hand, extractive rationales
from markup_mask are labeled most faithful for
Quoref (58%), while annotated_report is rela-
tively faithful for both datasets.

Our main results for repairing rationales through
feedback are in Table 3. For Quoref, we find that
rationale formats that expose the reasoning of the
model are easier to repair through feedback. Inter-
estingly, stricter formats with well-defined opera-
tions (such as procedural) are fairly effective for
Quoref. On the other hand, for PubMedQA, ratio-
nale formats with more free-text components (such
as annotated_report) that can allow more flexi-
ble edits are most effective. This is likely because
comprehending medical articles and making infer-
ences based on them can involve nuances that are
harder to express with strict rationale formats. For

example, feedback written for one PubMedQA ex-
ample (Table 5) mentioned that the rationale didn’t
consider the fact that the study did not consider a
control group for testing their hypothesis. This is
easily incorporated into the free-text nature of the
annotated_report, but is harder to incorporate in
the procedural format.

We also note that when feedback is used to revise
rationales that contain attributions, rationales can
sometimes misquote sentences from the passage
by hallucinating information that does not exist in
the context. Although these revisions may result in
correct answers, the rationales would be unfaithful,
potentially decreasing user trust in the model.

In terms of annotator ease of providing feedback,
we find that markup_mask is easiest to provide feed-
back for, because it may be easy to verbalize when
information is missing from the rationale. However,
these judgements do not correlate with actual effec-
tiveness of the feedback for rationale repair. This
suggests annotator ease of providing feedback may
not correlate with actual effectiveness of feedback.

6 Study 2: Evaluating User Perception of
Rationales

6.1 Setup

In the next study, we measure the extent to which
different rationale formats enable users to under-
stand and trust model responses. We sample exam-
ples where all 5 rationale formats have correspond-
ing correct answers for both datasets. 40 annotators
completed this study for Quoref examples while 44
completed it for PubMedQA examples.

6.2 Task

We collect Likert ratings of interpretability and
trustworthiness of rationales. In addition, we col-
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Q: What is the first name of the person whose son was a was a bachelor diplomat?

Markup-and-mask Annotated Report Procedural Subquestions Decision Tree
Error location: Step 1
Issue: The information is
insufficient to answer the
question and the inference
drawn from the context is
incorrect.
Description: Charles is the
name of the son, and the
question asks about the first
name of the person who is
the son’s parent.
Suggestion: The rationale
needs to find the name of
the son and then look for
the name of the son’s parent
in the preceding context.

Error location: Step 1
Issue: The information is
insufficient and the
inference drawn from the
context is incorrect.
Description: The quote and
annotation in step 1 reveal
who the son is, whereas the
question is asking about the
first name of the parent, not
the son.
Suggestion: The rationale
needs to find out who the
son’s parent is before
providing their first name.

Error location: Step 1
Issue: Insufficient
information.
Description: Charles is the
son who was a bachelor
diplomat, and the question
asks about the first name of
Charles’ parent.
Suggestion: The rationale
needs to locate who
Charles’ parent is in the text
and then provide their first
name.

Error location: Q1
Issue: The inference drawn
from the context is
incorrect.
Description: The question
asks about the first name of
the parent mentioned in the
passage as having a son
who was a bachelor
diplomat is not Charles
Spencer Cowper, and not
the first name of the
bachelor diplomat himself.
Suggestion: The rationale
needs to find the bachelor
diplomat’s parent by
looking at the context from
the preceding sentences and
then provide the parent’s
first name.

Error location: Q2-Yes
Issue: The inference drawn
from the context is
incorrect.
Description: Charles
Spencer Cowper is the
bachelor diplomat, and the
question asks about the first
name of the person Charles’
parent.
Suggestion: The rationale
needs to look at previous
sentences for the context of
whose son Charles Spencer
Cowper is and then provide
that parent’s first name.

Table 4: Examples of feedback collected for different rationale formats for Quoref examples in study 1 (§5).

Q: Is vitamin D insufficiency or deficiency related to the development of osteochondritis dissecans?

Markup-and-mask Annotated Report Procedural Subquestions Decision Tree
Error location: Step 1
Issue: Insufficient
information
Description: There is not
enough information to
know whether vitamin D
deficiency is related to the
development of OCD
lesions. Vitamin D could
just be deficient in this
population, and thus there
could be many people with
vitamin D deficiencies who
never develop OCD lesions.
Suggestion: The rationale
needs to consider the
presence of a control group.
This could be vitamin D
levels before developing an
OCD lesion and/or vitamin
D levels from a group of
people who never
developed OCD lesions.

Error location: Step 3
Issue: Incorrect inferences
drawn from Context
Description: Just because
vitamin D levels are
depleted amongst a group
of OCD lesion patients does
not mean that low vitamin
D plays a role in the
development of those
lesions. For example, ...
Suggestion: The rationale
needs to consider the
presence of a control group.
This could be a
measurement of vitamin D
levels before, during, and
after developing OCD
lesions.

Error location: Step 1
Issue: Insufficient
information
Description: There is not a
control group to compare
the OCD patients’ vitamin
D levels to. Without a
control group, we cannot
know if Vitamin D is
related to the development
of OCD lesions.
Suggestion: The rationale
needs to consider the
presence of a control group.
Whether the researchers
measured Vitamin D levels
and OCD prevalence in the
general population.

Error location: Q4
Issue: Insufficient
information
Description: The rationale
says that the results suggest
that low Vitamin D plays a
role in the development of
OCD lesions because
vitamin D levels were
depressed in a majority of
the patients with OCD
lesions. However, we do
not have a control
group/measurements and so
cannot infer causality.
Suggestion: The rationale
needs to consider the
presence of a control group.
This could be pre-OCD
lesion Vitamin D levels in
the same set of subjects.

Error location: Q3-Yes
Issue: Incorrect inferences
drawn from the context
Description: The model
must have made an
incorrect inference which
caused them to not take the
correct route down the
decision tree and thus arrive
at an incorrect answer.
Suggestion: Considering
whether a control group
was included would have
allowed us to better
understand any causality
between vitamin D levels
and developing OCD
lesions.

Table 5: Examples of feedback collected for different rationale formats for PubMedQA examples in study 1 (§5).

lect scalar judgements of the importance of dif-
ferent characteristics of rationales for annotators.
Descriptions of Likert-scale options are in Figure 6.

Interpretability. A rationale should facilitate in
making the model’s reasoning more transparent to
an end user. This is measured by asking annota-
tors how beneficial the rationale is in helping them
understand the reasoning process followed by the
model. It is elicited on a scale of (Very beneficial,
A bit beneficial, Not beneficial at all).

Trustworthiness. In addition to improving user
understanding, a rationale that makes a model’s
decision-making transparent should do so in a way
that helps users trust model responses. We ask
annotators how likely they are to trust the model’s
answer, if the rationale was provided along with

the answer. The rating is elicited on a scale of (Very
likely, A bit likely, A bit unlikely, Not likely at all).

Scalar judgements. Next, we directly ask anno-
tators for characteristics they value in rationales.
They rate the following predefined rationale prop-
erties on a scale of 1-5 based on their importance:

• Attribution: Includes quotes from the context.

• Depth of reasoning: Provides detailed insight
into the reasoning process.

• Sequential reasoning: Organized in a step-by-
step manner.

• Strictness: Contains well-defined steps, with
strict input and output formats.

• Conciseness: Brief and to the point.
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Figure 3: Likert distribution of the annotator judgements of interpretability & trustworthiness for different rationale
formats corresponding to correct answers (§6).

6.3 Results

Figure 3 shows the Likert distributions of judge-
ments of interpretability and trustworthiness for
all formats on both datasets. These suggest
that rationales with attributions and a suffi-
cient amount of depth (annotated_report and
procedural) are most easy to understand and trust
for Quoref. On the other hand, annotated_report
and subquestions rate highest on both axes for
PubMedQA. Our interpretation of these judge-
ments is that to be easily understandable and trust-
worthy for users, rationales should provide suffi-
cient insight into the model’s reasoning process and
be accompanied with attributions.

Among the rationale properties presented to an-
notators, we find that attribution and depth of rea-
soning are rated as the most important properties of
rationales. Figure 4 shows averaged scalar judge-
ments for different rationale properties. A clear
conclusion from these judgements is that provid-
ing attributions in the form of extracted quotes to
the context is essential to users. This is likely be-
cause the attributions ground the model’s reasoning
into the context. In addition, depth of reasoning is
highly valuable to users, especially for PubMedQA
questions, where they may value a logical and co-
herent description of the model’s reasoning.

7 Related Work

Decomposed QA. Although rationales from
NLP models can be beneficial for users, there is
recent evidence that shows that they are not always
faithful to model responses (Ye and Durrett, 2022;
Lyu et al., 2022; Turpin et al., 2023; Lanham et al.,
2023). Decomposed question answering systems

0.00

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Attribution Depth of 
reasoning

Sequential 
reasoning

Structured Conciseness

Quoref PubMedQA

Figure 4: Scalar judgements of characteristics that an-
notators value in intermediate rationales (scale of 1-5).

break down the QA problem into two stages, that of
generating an intermediate rationale, and then us-
ing only that rationale to generate the answer (Lei
et al., 2016; Eisenstein et al., 2022; Radhakrishnan
et al., 2023). This provides a stronger inductive
bias to the model to be faithful to the rationale.
Similar ideas have been pursued in other tasks such
as object recognition (Koh et al., 2020), image clas-
sification and text classification (Yeh et al., 2020).
The precise format of the intermediate rationale
that is optimal for human critiquability and inter-
pretability is understudied. Our study is dedicated
towards investigating the structure of this interme-
diate rationale.

Human feedback in NLP. Providing human
feedback to NLP models has proven to be an ef-
fective way to repair models and fix model behav-
iors (Fernandes et al., 2023). Feedback can al-
low users to convey example-level critiques about
model predictions, which, when incorporated into
models, encourage them to perform better. Prior
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work has explored using human feedback for im-
proving text summarization (Stiennon et al., 2020;
Liu et al., 2023; Scheurer et al., 2023), question
answering (Gao et al., 2022; Li et al., 2022), seman-
tic parsing (Iyer et al., 2017; Elgohary et al., 2020,
2021), dialog generation (Shi et al., 2022; Ouyang
et al., 2022; Xu et al., 2023), machine translation
(Kreutzer et al., 2018) and image captioning (Fi-
dler et al., 2017). Our work builds upon this prior
work and investigates the effectiveness of human
feedback for rationales provided by QA systems.

Rationales and explanations for NLP models.
There is a large body of prior work studying expla-
nations to supplement outputs from NLP models,
both for improving models (Hancock et al., 2018;
Lampinen et al., 2022; Wang et al., 2022; Zelik-
man et al., 2022; Zhou et al., 2023b) and explaining
model outputs to end users. Prior work has found
that explanations can be beneficial to end users for
understanding model responses (DeYoung et al.,
2020; Narang et al., 2020; Wiegreffe et al., 2022) as
well as debugging models (Lertvittayakumjorn and
Toni, 2021; Lamm et al., 2021). Prior work has also
studied the impact of explanations on user trust (Pa-
penmeier et al., 2022) and performance of human-
AI teams (Bansal et al., 2021). Boyd-Graber et al.
(2022); Jacovi and Goldberg (2020) provide useful
guidelines to conduct human-centered and faithful
evaluations of these explanations. We conduct an-
other such evaluation that is centered on the format
of model rationales presented to end users.

8 Conclusion

Our work analyzed how model-generated explana-
tions or rationales should be formatted to be most
amenable to repair through user feedback. We also
collected qualitative judgements of how different
formats enable users to understand and trust model
outputs. We found that rationale formats signifi-
cantly affect what rationales are amenable to be
repaired through feedback. In terms of user per-
ception of rationales, we find that some rationale
formats, such as the annotated report, are more
favorable for enabling users to understand and trust
model responses. Finally, we find that among a
few properties considered, attribution and depth of
reasoning are the most important characteristics of
rationales to users. We hope that this work can help
researchers and practitioners alike make informed
decisions about how to present language model
responses and collect feedback from end users.

9 Limitations

Rationale Formats. The rationale formats we
consider are by no means exhaustive and there
could be numerous other plausible formats for in-
termediate rationales. We choose a set of rationales
that vary according to some well-defined proper-
ties (mentioned in Table 1), that can allow us to
form conclusions about the importance of those
properties.

Feedback Structure. We choose a feedback
structure that encompasses a few crucial aspects
of feedback highlighted in previous work. How-
ever, it may be possible that there are other types of
feedback that show different trends in effectiveness
across rationale formats.

Scope of QA problems. We choose reading com-
prehension datasets where questions are formulated
based on a given context. While these may not be
representative of all forms of QA problems, we
hope our findings can broadly inform practition-
ers about ways to present QA system responses
to users (for instance, when deploying retrieval-
augmented QA systems).
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A Experimental Details

Prompts. The prompts used to generate ratio-
nales for all formats are provided in Tables 7, 8,
9, 10 and 11, while the prompts used to generate
answers are provided Tables 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16.
For generating answers for PubMedQA, we mod-
ify the prompt same way as previous work (Liévin
et al., 2022), by transforming it into a multiple-
choice question. For revising rationales, we use a
similar format as these prompts but also includes
the following string in the instruction –
Correct the given Rationale based on

the Feedback. The Feedback first points
out the Error Location, then mentions
the Issue and gives a Description of the
issue, and finally provides a Suggestion
to correct the given Rationale. The
Rationale is required to be sufficient
to answer the Question on its own and
faithful to the Context..

Hyperparameter settings. Rationales and an-
swers were sampled from gpt-3.5-turbo with a
temperature of 0.0 and a maximum length of 512 to-
kens when sampling rationales, and 64 tokens when
sampling answers. For prompting models, we sam-
ple few-shot exemplars using BM25 (Robertson
et al., 2009) from a set of 100 manually labeled
examples with rationales. We sample as many ex-
emplars as can fit within the maximum sequence
length (4096) of the model.

B Annotation Details

Annotator backgrounds. For both studies, an-
notators were recruited from Prolific3, and required
to be fluent in English. They were required to have
at least 100 accepted submissions and an approval
rate of at least 99%. They were also required to
have at least a bachelor’s degree.

Annotators for the Quoref task were based in UK,
USA, Australia, Ireland, Canada or New Zealand.
Annotators for the PubMedQA task were based
in UK, USA, Ireland, Germany, France, Australia,
Canada, Denmark, Netherlands, Switzerland, Nor-
way, Portugal or Sweden. These annotators were
additionally required to be employed in the health-
care/medicine sector.

Annotation costs. In both studies, annotators
were compensated at the rate of $15 per hour with

3www.prolific.co

additional bonuses when annotators spent more
time than we anticipated.

Annotation interface. Figures 5 and 6 show
screenshots of our annotation interface for both
Study 1 and Study 2 in the order the task was pre-
sented to annotators.

C Additional Results

Table 6 shows the effectiveness of feedback with
examples where 3 rationale formats get the answer
wrong. Figure 7 shows the Likert distribution of
sufficiency, faithfulness and ease of providing feed-
back for all rationale formats for both datasets.
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Quoref PubMedQA

Rationale Format edit_acc final_acc time_taken edit_acc final_acc time_taken

markup_mask 70.37 62.96 340.29 64.58 33.33 389.79
annotated_report 61.29 58.06 290.17 58.06 45.16 447.90
procedural 52.94 58.82 345.55 51.28 33.33 333.80
subquestions 81.81 72.72 316.71 65.12 30.23 348.57
decision_tree 66.67 38.10 340.39 88.64 13.64 465.39

Table 6: Results after patching generated rationales with human feedback for examples where the answer is wrong for
3 rationale formats. We show here the edit_acc, which measures if the revised rationale successfully incorporates
feedback and final_acc, which measures the final accuracy after regeneration with the revised rationale.

X2R Prompt (markup_mask)

Extract the most relevant 1-2 sentences from the context as a rationale
sufficient to answer the question. Also resolve any ambiguous terms and
coreferences in the extracted sentences to make them standalone. The relevant
sentences should be sufficient to determine the answer to the question.

Context: [CONTEXT]

Question: [QUESTION]

Rationale:

Table 7: X2R prompt for the markup_mask format.

X2R Prompt (annotated_report)

Generate a rationale that is helpful and sufficient to answer the question. The
rationale should contain a list of extracted phrases from the context and the
conclusion drawn from each phrase. Try to include no more than 5 extracted
phrases.

Context: [CONTEXT]

Question: [QUESTION]

Annotations:

Table 8: X2R prompt for the annotated_report format.
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X2R Prompt (procedural)

Construct a structured Plan for answering the Question, that should provide a
sequential process for finding the answer. The Plan should not directly answer
the Question but only provide the reasoning. You can use the following
operations in the plan:
- Extract-relevant-sentences: Extract relevant sentences from the passage that
are sufficient to answer the question. The extracted sentences should include
the necessary information to answer the question accurately.
- Disambiguate-question-entity(s): Determine the specific entity or phrase that
the string s in the question refers to. Clarify any ambiguous terms or
references to ensure a precise understanding.
- Disambiguate-plan-entity(s): Identify the entity or phrase that the string s in
the plan refers to. Resolve any ambiguity within the plan by specifying the
relevant entities explicitly.
- Locate-entity(s): Generate a subquestion s that is important to answer the
original question without simply repeating the original question. Determine the
exact entity or phrase that provides the answer to the subquestion s.

Context: [CONTEXT]

Question: [QUESTION]

Plan:

Table 9: X2R prompt for the procedural format.

X2R Prompt (subquestions)

Form subquestions required to answer the given question based on the passage.
You cannot repeat the given question as a subquestion. The formed subquestions
and their answers should be sufficient to answer the given question. Try to form
no more than 5 subquestions.

Context: [CONTEXT]

Question: [QUESTION]

Subquestions:

Table 10: X2R prompt for the subquestions format.
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X2R Prompt (decision_tree)

Generate a decision tree-based rationale to answer the question. The decision
tree should be sufficient to answer the question. However, it should not answer
the question directly. Try to form no more than 5 subquestions.

Context: [CONTEXT]

Question: [QUESTION]

Decision Tree:

Table 11: X2R prompt for the decision_tree format.

R2Y Prompt (markup_mask)

Use these extracted relevant sentences from a passage to answer the question.

Relevant sentences: [RATIONALE]

Question: [QUESTION]

Answer:

Table 12: R2Y prompt for the markup_mask format.

R2Y Prompt (annotated_report)

You are given an annotated rationale from a passage as context. The annotations
are in the format of a list of extracted phrases from the context and the
conclusion drawn from each phrase. Answer the question based on the rationale
alone.

Rationale: [RATIONALE]

Question: [QUESTION]

Answer:

Table 13: R2Y prompt for the annotated_report format.
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R2Y Prompt (procedural)

Answer the Question based on the Plan-based Rationale. The Plan gives a
sequential process of finding the answer. The following operations can be used
in a plan: <Skipped for brevity>.

Plan: [RATIONALE]

Question: [QUESTION]

Answer:

Table 14: R2Y prompt for the procedural format.

R2Y Prompt (subquestions)

Answer the given Question solely based on the Subquestions and their answers.
The answer can always be found from the Subquestions so make your best guess.

Subquestions: [RATIONALE]

Question: [QUESTION]

Answer:

Table 15: R2Y prompt for the subquestions format.

R2Y Prompt (decision_tree)

Answer the Question solely based on the Decision Tree-based Rationale.

Decision Tree: [RATIONALE]

Question: [QUESTION]

Answer:

Table 16: R2Y prompt for the decision_tree format.
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Figure 5: Screenshots of the interface (1).
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Figure 6: Screenshots of the interface (2-3).
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Figure 7: Likert distribution of the sufficiency & faithfulness for different rationale formats, as well as ease of
writing feedback. (§5).
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